CUMULATIVE INTERARRIVAL TIME DISTRIBUTIONS OF FREEWAY ENTRANCE RAMP TRAFFIC FOR TRAFFIC SIMULATIONS

ABSTRACT

Cumulative interarrival time (IAT) distributions for signalized and non-signalized freeway entrance ramps were developed to be used in digital computer traffic simulation models. The data from four different non-signalized entrance ramps (three ramps with a single lane, one ramp with two lanes) and two different signalized entrance ramps (both with a single lane) were used for developing the cumulative IAT distributions. The cumulative IAT distributions for the signalized and non-signalized entrance ramps were compared with each other and with the cumulative IAT distributions of the lanes for freeways. The comparative results showed that the cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized entrance ramps are very close to the leftmost lane of a 3-lane freeway where the maximum absolute difference between the cumulative IAT distribution of the leftmost lane of a 3-lane freeway and the entrance ramps cumulative IAT distribution was 3%. The cumulative IAT distribution for the signalized entrance ramps was found to be different from the non-signalized entrance ramp cumulative IAT distribution. The approximated cumulative IAT distributions for signalized and non-signalized entrance ramp traffic for any hourly traffic volume from a few vehicles/hour up to 2,500 vehicles/hour can be obtained at http://www.ohio.edu/orite/research/uitds.cfm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interarrival time (IAT) or time headway is one of the important flow characteristics which affect the safety, level of service, driver behaviour and capacity of the transportation system [1]. According to the Traffic Engineering Handbook [2] the IAT or headway is defined as the time between successive vehicles as they pass a point on a lane, again using a common reference point on both vehicles. Time headway distributions are required to determine the opportunity for passing, merging and crossing lanes on a freeway.

Headway distributions in mathematical forms are very important part of the analysis of IAT or time headways and they can provide more insight into the behaviour of the traffic. The distributions can also be used as an input to a traffic simulation model. Traffic situations, which are hard to be observed in the real world, can be investigated with the use of simulation models. Further, digital computer simulation can be used to simulate the flow of traffic using mathematical headway distribution models. Traffic simulation models for freeways involve the use of headway distributions to mimic the behaviour of the traffic through the mainline and at the entrance ramps. Semi-Poisson [3, 4], log-normal [5, 6, 7], negative exponential [8, 9] headway distribution models for free flowing traffic on the freeways have been studied and established in the past and there is a need for the approximation of the headway distributions for the traffic on the entrance ramps.

Vehicles entering the freeway mainline traffic from the entrance ramps can be divided into two classes: traffic entering from non-signalized freeway entrance ramps (entrance ramp traffic does not go through any intersection having a traffic signal before entering the freeway) and traffic entering from signalized freeway entrance ramps (entrance ramp traffic is controlled by a signal before the ramp).

In an earlier study by Zwahlen et al. [10] traffic data were collected at different freeway locations in Ohio, USA and a procedure to convert hourly traffic volumes into cumulative IAT distributions was established for freeway mainline traffic [11]. The approximated headway distributions of free flowing traffic for each lane of the 2-lane, 3-lane, and 4-lane traffic were developed [11]. Cumulative IAT distributions for entrance ramps are needed in addition to the approximated IAT distributions for the mainline traffic in the simulation of
freeways which contain a number of entrance ramps. The entrance ramp IAT distributions may be used as an input in complex traffic simulation models, which would enhance the accuracy of the simulation models and provide more accurate queue and traffic delay information. Entrance ramp cumulative IAT distributions are also very important for the investigation and simulation of ramp metering strategies. Various ramp metering strategies based on mathematical headway distribution models were evaluated using traffic simulations [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The probabilistic entrance ramp cumulative IAT distributions should generate more accurate results on the effects of ramp metered traffic on the mainline traffic flow and the possible traffic spill back into the local arterial roads. Based on an extensive literature review it appears that no simple method is available in the literature which deals with the cumulative IAT distributions of vehicles entering through non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps.

2. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is to develop cumulative IAT distributions for freeway entrance ramps. The secondary objectives of this study can be listed as following: to determine the similarity between the cumulative IAT distributions of signalized and non-signalized freeway entrance ramps and to determine the similarity between the cumulative IAT distributions of signalized and non-signalized freeway entrance ramps and the cumulative IAT distributions for freeway mainline traffic.

3. METHODOLOGY

The method used for developing the interarrival time distributions for traffic on freeway entrance ramps was adapted from Zwahlen et al. [11]. The IAT distributions for four non-signalized and two signalized freeway entrance ramps with different configurations were developed using the procedure outlined in [11].

The data for six entrance ramp sites out of a total of nine sites were collected using microwave radar trailer units which were specially designed for data collection on freeways using non-intrusive methods [10].

The locations of the microwave radar trailer sites were located in the non-signalized entrance ramp traffic data collection (from [17]).

The data were collected. The trailers used for data collection consisted of two microwave radar units which were mounted on two collapsible poles and used in side fire mode.

The microwave radar trailer locations used in the signalized entrance ramp traffic data collection are given in Figure 1. The signalized entrance ramp traffic data were collected at two locations. The signalized freeway entrance ramp data were collected at the US62 to I270 Westbound entrance ramp and the US62 to I270 Westbound entrance ramp and the 55th Street to I90 Eastbound entrance ramp.

The microwave radar trailer locations used in the signalized entrance ramp traffic data collection are given in Figure 1. The signalized entrance ramp traffic data were collected at two locations. The signalized freeway entrance ramp data were collected at the US62 to I270 Westbound entrance ramp and the 55th Street to I90 Eastbound entrance ramp.

Table 1 gives a brief summary of the data used to develop the IAT distributions for the non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps. Table 1 shows the data collection dates, the observed traffic volumes.
at the data collection sites and the number of IATs or headways used for the data analysis and development of the IAT distributions.

Traffic volume data from the microwave radar trailers were recorded for each 15-minute interval for three consecutive days (72 hours) and tabulated. The time stamps recorded for the arrivals of vehicles (in 2.5-millisecond increments) were all converted into seconds to calculate the interarrival times (IATs) or the headways which was the difference between two successive vehicle arrival time stamps.

The traffic volume data collected using a video recorder for validation of the trailer measurements were entered into Excel and compared with the data collected from the trailer. As the trailers were not 100% accurate in measuring the traffic data [10] correction factors were calculated for each lane of each site so that the adjusted traffic volumes could be obtained. The 15-minute traffic volumes obtained in the previous step were multiplied by the correction factors to obtain the adjusted counts. Hourly traffic volumes for each 15-minute interval were then obtained by multiplying the adjusted 15-minute counts by four [11]. The same procedure as explained in [11] and [18] was used in developing the cumulative IAT distributions for freeway entrance ramps.

The cumulative percentages for all the 15-minute time interval data were computed using the Microsoft Excel Data analysis/Histogram tool. The IATs for sixteen percentile values (1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 98%, 99%, and 100%) were computed. A minimum IAT value of 0.1 seconds was assigned to the 0% value and the maximum IAT value observed in 15-minute time period was assigned to 100% value [11]. The procedure was used to compute the IATs of sixteen percentile values for each 15-minute time intervals according to the site, date, and lane of travel. The reason for the use of the cumulative percentage values was to be able to use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) two-sample goodness-of-fit test [19] easily.

A hyperbolic relationship of the form \( y = \frac{a}{x} + b \) was used to generate the relationship between the IAT values and the observed traffic volumes for each percentile [11]. Least squares fitting method was used to determine the coefficients “a” and “b”. The average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrance ramp</th>
<th>Data collection dates</th>
<th>Observed traffic volumes (vehicles/hour)</th>
<th>Number of IATs observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-signalized SR2 to I90 E Lane 1 (Right Lane)</td>
<td>9/13/2004-9/16/2004</td>
<td>4 - 692</td>
<td>15,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-signalized SR2 to I90 E Lane 2</td>
<td>9/13/2004-9/16/2004</td>
<td>24 - 1,320</td>
<td>35,130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-signalized MLK to I90 E</td>
<td>9/15/2004-9/18/2004</td>
<td>23 - 1,694</td>
<td>34,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalized 55th St to I90 E</td>
<td>9/13/2004-9/16/2004</td>
<td>4 - 1,104</td>
<td>22,623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 - Location of Microwave Radar Trailers used in signalized entrance ramp traffic data collection (from [17])
IAT for an hourly traffic volume is inversely proportional to the hourly traffic volume, therefore hyperbolic fits were used. The cumulative IATs for 16 percentile values based on the traffic volumes were calculated using the hyperbolic fit relationship. The minimum and the maximum traffic volumes observed in the field were used for cumulative IAT calculations. The cumulative IATs for 16 percentile values were also calculated for traffic volumes in increments of 50 between the minimum and the maximum traffic volumes observed. The average IAT for the hyperbolic fit was calculated using the formula given in [11]. The average IAT value was then compared with the average IAT obtained for a given traffic volume. The average IAT of the fit is given by:

$$\text{Average IAT} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{16} \left[ (p_i \cdot p_{i-1} \cdot \frac{1}{2} \right]}{y_i}$$

where
- \( p_i \) = cumulative percentage value from the hyperbolic fit table,
- \( y_i \) = corresponding IAT for \( p_i \).

The average IAT for a given traffic volume was computed by dividing the seconds in an hour by the traffic volume (3,600 seconds/traffic volume (vehicles/hour)). For each traffic volume; an adjustment factor was calculated by dividing the average IAT for a given traffic volume by the average IAT from the cumulative IAT distribution [11]. The adjustment factor was used to obtain the corrected cumulative IAT values. All of the cumulative IATs computed using the hyperbolic fits for a given traffic volume were multiplied by the respective adjustment factor. After that all of the adjusted cumulative IATs were tabulated for the observed traffic volumes in increments of 50 vehicles/hour.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The cumulative universal interarrival time distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps were modelled using hyperbolic fits. This provided more insight into the nature of headways or interarrival times observed on the entrance ramps.

4.1 Analysis of data for the entrance ramps

The analysis done for I-71 to I-270 westbound non-signalized entrance ramp is described as an example. The data for this site was collected from 8/27/2004 to 9/1/2004 but three days of data from 8/29/2004 to 8/31/2004 were used for the analysis. A total of 39,224 headways were obtained with observed hourly traffic volumes ranging from 44 to 1,616 vehicles/hour with an average of 544 vehicles/hour. The correction factor obtained for this site using the validation procedure given in [10] was equal to 1.00; therefore, no adjustment was made to the 15-minute interval traffic counts. Cumulative interarrival times were extracted for all the 15-minute interval data sets based on the procedure described above. A total of 195 data sets out of 288 data sets were used to generate the cumulative interarrival times for traffic volumes ranging from 300-1,616 vehicles/hour. The fifteen minute interval data sets with traffic volumes of less than 300 vehicles/hour did not have cumulative IATs for all the 16 percentile values.

Hyperbolic fits were used to relate the hourly traffic volume with the IATs as described in the method above. Based on the hyperbolic fits obtained for the data, cumulative interarrival times for the sixteen percentile values for traffic volumes ranging from 300-1,600 vehicles/hour at increments of 50 vehicles/hour were calculated. The average IAT was calculated using the equation given above and the cumulative IATs were adjusted to obtain the corrected cumulative IAT values.

The same procedure was implemented for all of the entrance ramps listed in Table 1.

4.2 Comparison of cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps

Cumulative interarrival time distributions for the non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps having different geometric configurations and hourly traffic volume ranges were established. The cumulative IAT distributions for each of the non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps were compared with each other. The cumulative IAT graphs for 300, 400, and 600 vehicles per hour are given in Figure 3. The traffic volumes for the freeway entrance ramps were between 300 to 1,600 vehicles per hour; however, the minimum observed range for one of the freeway entrance ramps was between 300 to 700 vehicles per hour. Therefore, the traffic volumes selected for comparison were within 300 to 700 vehicles per hour. Figure 3 shows that the cumulative IAT distributions for the four non-signalized freeway entrance ramps are similar for the data collection sites and the cumulative IAT distributions for the two signalized freeway entrance ramps are similar for the data collection sites. However, it can be observed that there is a difference between the cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps.

Since there is very little difference between the non-signalized cumulative IAT distributions for different locations, the IAT data for each of the 15-minute intervals were combined for all non-signalized entrance ramps and a universal cumulative IAT distribution for non-signalized freeway entrance ramps was generated using the procedure described in the methodology and
In [11]. In addition, a universal cumulative IAT distribution for signalized entrance ramps was generated using the same procedure. As a result we have one (universal) cumulative IAT distribution for all non-signalized freeway entrance ramps and one (universal) cumulative IAT distribution for all signalized entrance ramps.

Table 2 shows the hyperbolic formulae and the corresponding coefficient of determination values ($R^2$ values), which shows the proportion of variability in a
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**Figure 3 - Cumulative IAT distributions for all freeway entrance ramps for a) 300, b) 400, and c) 600 vehicles/hour**

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrance Ramp Configuration</th>
<th>Hyperbolic Formula</th>
<th>$R^2$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Signalized 71S to I270W</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t^2}$</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Signalized MLK to I90E</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Signalized SR2 Lane 1 to I90E</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Signalized SR2 Lane 2 to I90E</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Signalized I71 to I270W</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalized US62 to I270W</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalized 55th St. to I90E</td>
<td>$f(t) = \frac{1}{t}$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data set that is accounted for by the statistical model [20], for the universal non-signalized freeway entrance ramps. It should be noted that the $R^2$-values for the smallest and the largest percentiles are relatively low when compared to the $R^2$-values around the median.

The hyperbolic formulae and the corresponding $R^2$-values for universal cumulative IAT distributions for signalized freeway entrance ramps are given in Table 3. The $R^2$-values for the smallest and the largest percentiles are relatively low when compared to the $R^2$-values around the median. The smaller $R^2$-values show that there is more variability present for the smallest and the largest percentiles because of the lower sample sizes.

### 4.3 Comparison of universal IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps

The developed universal cumulative IAT distributions had larger traffic volume ranges than the individual entrance ramp traffic volume ranges. Therefore, the cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized entrance ramps were compared and plotted for 400, 600, and 800 vehicles per hour as given in Figure 4. The averages ($\mu$), standard deviations ($\sigma$), and coefficients of variation ($c_v = \sigma/\mu$) of the distributions are also given in the figure. The maximum differences ($D_{\text{observed}}$) for the cumulative IAT distributions were then determined for each traffic volume by visual inspection. KS two-sample two-tailed goodness-of-fit tests for large samples with a significance level of 0.05 were used to determine the similarity of the two universal freeway entrance ramp IAT distributions [19]. The maximum differences were compared with the critical value ($D_{\text{critical}}$) for the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test for the low traffic volume sample, medium traffic volume sample, and high traffic volume sample for the universal cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps. In all three cases the observed maximum differences were greater than the critical maximum differences at level of significance of 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis that the two distributions are the same was rejected. The maximum absolute differences were 0.16 for 400 vehicles/hour, 0.1 for 600 vehicles/hour, and 0.09 for 800 vehicles/hour, which were all greater than the critical maximum absolute differences calculated for the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test.

### 4.4 Comparison of universal IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps with universal IAT distributions for the mainline

The universal IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps were also compared with the cumulative interarrival time distri-
The graphical comparisons were made by plotting the cumulative interarrival times for both the entrance ramps and the freeways for the same hourly traffic volumes. For each traffic volume, a total of nine cumulative IAT distribution plots were generated for all lanes of 2-lane, 3-lane and 4-lane freeways to compare with the entrance ramp cumulative IATs.

Table 4 shows the results of the comparisons which show the best approximation of the selected lane IATs of the freeways for the cumulative IATs of the non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps and

![Figure 4 - Comparison of non-signalized and signalized universal IAT distributions for a) 400, b) 600, and c) 800 vehicles/hour](image-url)
Figure 5 and Figure 6 are given as an example to show the similarity and the dissimilarity of the universal IAT distributions.

Table 4 shows the maximum absolute differences in percentages for each compared distribution for 300, 600, and 900 vehicles/hour. The selected traffic volumes for comparison are close to the minimum and maximum of the observed traffic volumes and have smaller sample sizes. The smaller sample sizes have more variability; therefore, the similarity with fewer sample sizes would result in higher similarities for large samples. The maximum absolute differences were compared with the critical difference value calculated using the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test (D-Critical). Smaller differences mean that the two distributions can be assumed to be the same. The results of the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test showed that the universal cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized freeway entrance ramps are closely the same as the cumulative IAT distribution for lane 3 (leftmost lane) of 3-lane freeways. Figure 5 shows the comparison of non-signalized freeway entrance ramp cumulative IAT distribution with the cumulative IAT distribution for lane 3 (leftmost lane) of 3-lane freeways.

The signalized freeway entrance ramp universal cumulative IAT distribution was also compared with the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions from [11]. The maximum absolute differences in percentages for each compared distribution are given in Table 4.
ages for each distribution were compared for 300, 600, and 900 vehicles/hour. The maximum absolute differences were compared with the critical difference value calculated using the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test (D-Critical). The maximum absolute differences were smaller than the critical value for lane 2 (left lane) of 2-lane freeways and lane 4 (leftmost lane) of 4-lane freeways only for 300 vehicles/hour. The results of the KS two-sample goodness-of-fit test showed that the universal cumulative IAT distributions for signalized freeway entrance ramps are not similar to the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions. Figure 6 shows the comparison of signalized freeway entrance ramp cumulative IAT distribution with the cumulative IAT distribution for lane 3 (leftmost lane) of 3-lane freeways.

Figure 5 - Comparison of cumulative IAT distributions for universal non-signalized freeway entrance ramps with universal 3-lane freeway lane 3 (leftmost lane) a) 300, b) 600, and c) 900 vehicles/hour
4.5 Approximated universal cumulative IAT distribution for signalized freeway entrance ramps

The comparisons of the universal cumulative IAT distributions for non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramps showed that the cumulative IAT distributions are different. Further comparison of the freeway entrance ramp universal cumulative IAT distributions showed that the universal cumulative IAT distribution for non-signalized freeway entrance ramps is very similar to the cumulative IAT distribution of lane 3 (leftmost lane) of 3-lane freeways. The comparison of the universal cumulative IAT distribution for the signalized freeway entrance ramps with the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions showed that
they are different and the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions cannot be used to determine signalized freeway entrance ramp vehicle arrivals. A set of cumulative IAT distributions for signalized freeway entrance ramps was developed using the procedure in [11].

Figure 7 shows the IAT values (based on the field observations and extrapolation) for each percentile for very few to 2,500 vehicles per hour at signalized freeway entrance ramps. The data used for developing the cumulative IAT distribution for signalized freeway entrance ramps had a range of 300 to 1,100 vehicles per hour. The cumulative IAT distribution was further extrapolated to include the IAT values of lower and higher traffic volumes. The hyperbolic fit functions for each percentile were used to calculate the IATs for traffic volumes ranging from a few vehicles per hour to 2,500 vehicles per hour in increments of 50. The universal cumulative IAT distributions were then adjusted and plotted as shown in Figure 7.

The next step was to obtain the cumulative IAT distribution for any given traffic volume. Therefore, the IATs for each traffic volume increment were linearly interpolated using the procedure given in [11]. The approximated and adjusted universal IAT distribution spreadsheet for signalized freeway entrance ramps is available online at http://www.ohio.edu/orite/research/uitds.cfm.

5. CONCLUSION

The analysis of the non-signalized and signalized freeway entrance ramp IATs showed that the IATs or headways are different for the signalized freeway entrance ramps. As expected, the study showed that the IAT distributions for non-signalized freeway entrance ramps for the free flowing traffic entering from another freeway are very similar to the cumulative IAT distributions of the freeways for the same hourly traffic volumes. It is recommended that lane 3 (leftmost lane) of 3-lane freeways be used as a reasonable approximation for non-signalized freeway entrance ramps as it had the lowest maximum absolute difference when the non-signalized entrance ramp cumulative IATs were compared with the freeway mainline cumulative IATs. This approximation is judged to be accurate enough for the purpose of a stochastic computer simulation of bottlenecks in the work zones.

The study also showed that the cumulative IAT distributions for signalized freeway entrance ramps are different from the non-signalized freeway entrance ramp cumulative IAT distributions and the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions. Therefore, the freeway mainline cumulative IAT distributions should not be used to determine signalized freeway entrance ramp vehicle IATs or headways. A set of cumulative IAT distributions for signalized freeway entrance ramps was developed using the procedure in [11]. The develop-
oped cumulative IAT distributions can be used to determine the IATs or headways of vehicles at signalized freeway entrance ramps for traffic volumes from very few vehicles to 2,500 vehicles per hour, which can be obtained at http://www.ohio.edu/orite/research/uitds.cfm. It should be noted that the effect of geometrics (alignment, grade, etc.) was not taken into consideration for the modelling effort.
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ÖZET

TRAFİK SIMÜLASYONLARI İÇİN OTOYOL GİRİŞİ RAMPA TRAFİĞİNİN KÜMÜLATİF TAŞIT TAKIPI ARALIĞI SÜRE DAKİMLARI

Buçaksızmada trafik Eğilimlerinin kullanıldığı ve kullanılmadığı otoyol giriş rampaları için kümülatif taşit takip aralığı (TTA) süre dakimlari trafik simülasyon modellerinde kullanılmak üzere geliştirilmiştir. Dört farklı trafik eğilimi olan otoyol giriş rampasında (çok tek şeritli, birdikte şeritli rampa) ve iki farklı trafik eğilimi olan otoyol giriş rampasında (tek şeritli) toplanan veriler kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının geliştirilmesinde kullanılmıştır. Trafik eğilimi kullanılan ve kullanılmayan rampalar için geliştirilen kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının birbirleri ile ve otoyol anahtar şeritlerinin kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının karşılıkları elde edilmiştir. Karşılıkların sonucunda; trafik eğilimi kullanılan otoyol giriş rampası kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının üç şeritli otoyolların en sol şeritini için geliştirilen kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının aralardaki mutlak farkın %3’si olduğu ve bu dakimların benzer olduğu görülmüştür. Trafik eğilimi kullanıstan otoyol giriş rampası kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının, trafik eğilimi kullanıstan otoyol giriş rampası kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarında farklı olduğu da tespit edilmiştir. Trafik eğilimi kullanıstan ve kullanılmayan otoyol giriş rampası kümülatif TTA süre dakimlarının birkaç araç/saat trafik hacim değerlerinden 2500 araç/saat trafik hacim değerlerinde kadar eşitlik link verilen internet sayfasından elde edilebilir (http://www.ohio.edu/orite/research/uitds.cfm).
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